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Determine buying or selling mode of the stock by looking at the
candlesticks colour. Blue candlesticks means bullish, Red candlesticks
means bearish.

The Cumulation of Momentum (COM) indicator determines the
change of mode. If it is above the Zero Line, the candlesticks will turn
blue, if below the Zero Line, the candlesticks will turn red.

Tip: You may use the (COM) to look for divergences in a stock
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Signal Arrows show you exactly where to long or short a stock. An
Up Green Arrow signifies a Long Signal, whereas a Down Red Arrow
signifies a Short Signal.

Look for an entry opportunity when prices have broken the high of
the signal candle. If prices did not break the high of the signal candle,
keep trailing the high of subsequent candles until price trades above
the high of the previous candle.
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The Trend Impulse Factor (TIF) indicates the strength of the Signal
Arrows. If the (TIF) is above Zero, it will be painted Blue, if the (TIF) is
below Zero, it will be painted Red. For both long and short positions,
look for the (TIF) to be Blue to signify trending behaviour.
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For Profit Taking (Long Example), wait for the candlesticks to change
colour - red; and for subsequent candle/candles to trade below the
low of the red candlestick.

For Profit Taking (Short Example), wait for the candlesticks to change
colour - blue; and for subsequent candle/candles to trade above the
high of the blue candlestick.

You may also utilise a discretionary exit by using the dynamic support
and resistance lines, which are the dotted lines.
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Use the TradersGPS Screener - Comparative Scan, to help you
search for trading candidates. We are basically looking for stocks that
are stronger than the overall market to go long, and looking for
stocks that are weaker than the overall market to go short.

Depending on how long you wish to hold your trades, you may
choose the rank the results by day / week / month. By default, we use
the weekly ranking to find swing candidates. If you prefer stocks with
more established trends, you may choose to use the monthly ranking.
This is a powerful way to source for ideas in trading.

additional information
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This is just a quick guide to help you get up to speed on using the
TradersGPS System. Please view the accompanying Video in the
Quick Start Pack to get a clearer picture and additional tidbits such as
the Position Building Pyramid™.
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Remember that you also have access to the Premium Members Area
where a full suite of in-depth videos are available for you to gain a
deeper understanding of the TradersGPS System.
If you have yet to gain access, please contact our friendly team at:
tradersgps@gmail.com. We will be glad to help you out!

